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In everyday life, people often anticipate what might possibly occur.
Many researchers have sought to find the electrophysiological cor-
relates of anticipation in mental performance. Contingent negative
variation (CNV) of event-related potentials (ERPs) has been known
to reflect the expectation of a subsequent event prior to a stimula-
tion [2,19,22]. CNV develops slowly before the stimulus onset in a
person who is actively predicting the occurrence of some significant
stimulus requiring a response.

Additionally, a growing body of evidence has suggested that EEG
alpha activity may be involved in higher cognitive functions such as
temporal expectancy for upcoming events [7,10,14]. These previous
studies on the relationship between alpha activity and expectancy
were mostly associated with the classical CNV paradigm, where a
pair of contingent stimuli (S1: a warning stimulus, S2: an imper-
ative stimulus) is presented with a distinct time interval [2,22],
and such stimulus contingency (temporal association between the
two stimuli) allows subjects to predict and prepare for the second
stimulus requiring the execution of a response. Until now, most
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tivity has recently been considered to convey prestimulus top-down pro-
er prestimulus alpha activity reflects temporal expectancy of upcoming

-classical contingent negative variation (CNV) paradigm. EEG was recorded
color and a shape discrimination task manipulated with constant and

(ISI) conditions. The power of oscillatory activity was investigated by con-
orlet wavelets. The constant ISI condition yielded significantly shorter
ISI condition, indicating more efficient preparation for upcoming stimuli

nd significantly higher prestimulus alpha activity in the constant ISI con-
ondition, but no significant CNV even in the constant ISI condition. Such a
cy in the prestimulus alpha activity corroborates that the prestimulus top-
g upcoming task-performance is considerably reflected in the prestimulus

© 2008 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

experimental paradigms have been restricted to a considerable
extent within the classical CNV paradigm in order to investigate
a possible electrophysiological indicator for temporal expectation.
Min and Herrmann [16] recently reported the prestimulus
reflection of poststimulus events in human EEG alpha activity and
interpreted their results, in a way that prestimulus alpha activity
might reflect top-down information in advance of stimulus onset.
These results led to the further supposition that alpha activity can
reflect expectancy in a more general way. Therefore, we hypoth-
esized that the temporal expectancy of upcoming events could
be reflected in alpha activity under more general circumstances
even when the classical CNV is undetectable. Consequently, we
employed the same experimental paradigm as the study by Min
and Herrmann [16] except for the inter-stimulus interval (ISI) con-
dition. Their study used only a variable ISI condition, whereas in
the present study we manipulated the ISI condition and compared
prestimulus alpha activity depending on the two different types of
the ISI condition (a constant ISI versus variable ISIs). Although this
experimental paradigm slightly deviated from the classical CNV
paradigm, we anticipated that the brain might generate more tem-
poral expectation about the appearance of stimuli it encountered
periodically (i.e., during the constant ISI condition) than during the
variable ISI condition and that this temporal expectation would be
reflected in the prestimulus alpha activity.
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Fig. 1. A schematic task flow shows sample stimuli and the ISIs. Two stimuli ran-
domly drawn from a set of red or green circles or squares were presented bilaterally
on a light-gray background on a computer monitor. Stimulus presentation was fol-
lowed by a fixation cross, which was presented during every ISI. Two types of ISI
were employed in the present study: variable ISI and constant ISI. The variable ISIs
ranged randomly from 1500 to 2500 ms, whereas 1500 ms was used as a constant
ISI. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of the article.)

Sixteen subjects participated in this study (8 females, mean age
23; range 19–28 years) under the local ethics guidelines and the
Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical Association: Ethical Prin-
ciples for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects, 1964). All
subjects were free of neurological or psychiatric disorders. All of
them had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and none of them
were color-blind (examined by the Ishihara color test). Pairs of col-
ored figures randomly drawn from a set of red or green circles or
squares were used as stimuli (cf. Fig. 1). The areas of circles and
squares were matched. Stimuli were presented on a computer mon-
itor placed at a distance of 1 m in front of the subject for a duration
of 500 ms. Two colored figures consisting of a stimulus set were
presented bilaterally on a light-gray background at an eccentric-
ity of a 3◦ visual angle and each colored figure of a stimulus set
spanned a 4◦ visual angle. All types of stimuli appeared pseudo-
randomly with equal probability. Each stimulus presentation was
followed by variable ISIs randomly ranging from 1500 to 2500 ms
for the variable ISI condition, and the value of the 1500 ms was
used as an ISI for the constant ISI condition. Subjects were asked
to remain centrally fixated and were instructed to press a button

with the index finger of one hand if the target feature of the task
(‘color’ in the color task and ‘shape’ in the shape task) was the same
and to press a button with the other hand if it was not. In order to
induce anticipatory attention of upcoming stimuli, subjects were
asked to press the button as quickly as possible. The experiment
consisted of two task-sessions: a color task and a shape task. Stim-
uli in each task were presented in two blocks and were separated
by short rest periods in between. Response hands and the order of
tasks were counterbalanced across subjects. The experiment con-
sisted of 400 trials for each task. Only trials with correct responses
were further analyzed.

EEG was recorded using a GRASS 15A54 amplifier (Grass Tech-
nologies, USA) with 21 sintered Au/Ag-electrodes. Their locations,
according to the international 10-20 system are as follows: AFz,
Fp1, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, Cz, C3, C4, T3, T4, Pz, P3, P4, T5, T6,
Oz, O1 and O2. We also placed an electrode on each mastoid for
the linked reference and a ground electrode at nasion. Eye move-
ment activity was monitored with two additional electrodes placed
supra-orbitally to both eyes and was referenced to the linked mas-
toids. Electrode impedances were kept below 10 k� prior to data
acquisition. EEG was sampled at 1000 Hz (analogue band-pass fil-
tters 438 (2008) 270–274 271

ter 0.1–100 Hz) and stored for off-line analysis. Data were epoched
from 1000 ms prestimulus to 1000 ms poststimulus. Epochs con-
taining eye-movements or other artifacts (maximum amplitude
±70 �V or electrode drifts) were rejected. Two subjects had to be
excluded from further analyses because of poor data quality.

To investigate the power of oscillatory activity, the EEG signals
were convolved with Morlet wavelets [11,12]. The Morlet-convolved
signal shows a Gaussian envelope with a temporal standard devi-
ation (�t) and a spectral standard deviation (�f = 1/(2��t)) around
its central frequency (f0):

� (t, f ) = A exp(i2�ft) exp

(
−t2

2�2
t

)
.

In order to have unit energy at all scales, the wavelet func-
tions should be normalized prior to the convolution; for the Morlet
wavelet transform, the normalization parameter A is �−1/2

t �−1/4. A
wavelet family is characterized by a constant ratio (f0/�f), and we
employed a wavelet family with 7 as its constant ratio [21] and f0
ranging from 5 to 20 Hz in 1 Hz steps. In the case of 10 Hz, this yields
a wavelet duration (2�t) of 222.8 ms and a spectral bandwidth (2�f)
of 2.9 Hz around its central frequency (f0 = 10 Hz).

To avoid cancelling out non-phase-locked activity in the average,
each single trial was first wavelet-transformed and these trans-
formed data were subsequently squared for computing power of
activity. In other words, the power [P(t, f)] of the signal in a fre-
quency band is the square norm of the result of the convolution of
a complex wavelet [�(t,f)] with the signal [s(t)] [11,21]:

P(t, f ) = |�(t, f ) × s(t)|2.

No baseline correction was applied to the alpha activity since
activity in a prestimulus period would vanish after baseline correc-
tion.

It has been demonstrated that subjects differ considerably in
their ‘individual alpha frequency (IAF)’ [6,13]. Therefore, the fre-
quencies used in the wavelet analyses of alpha activity were
determined individually for every subject. Morlet wavelet trans-
forms for oscillatory activity were first computed for the electrode
Oz, where the prestimulus power of alpha activity was most
pronounced. From this time–frequency scalogram, the IAF was
obtained as the maximal power of activity in the frequency range
between 8 and 13 Hz in a time window from 250 to 50 ms prior to
stimulus onset. This time window was chosen to avoid the tempo-
ral smearing of poststimulus activity into the baseline [11] while

trying to take the time window as close to the stimulus onset as
possible and also to include a reasonable period having more than
one cycle of alpha frequency. For obtaining a single IAF irrespective
of task-types, we averaged such maxima across both tasks within
each subject. The comparison of the prestimulus IAFs between the
two ISIs was performed by a paired-samples t-test (two-tailed).

In order to compare the prestimulus alpha power across the two
ISI conditions in both tasks, we measured the mean power of the
alpha activity of the IAF (each central frequency within a 1-Hz bin
with its spectral bandwidth (2�f)) in the time window from 250
to 50 ms prestimulus on the electrode Oz. For the CNV analysis, we
performed a baseline correction from 1000 to 900 ms prestimu-
lus on the ERPs and assessed the mean amplitude of ERPs within
the time window from 600 to 500 ms prestimulus on the electrode
Fz to evaluate the initial CNV (iCNV). This was because the term
‘expectancy wave’ [22] as used for the negativity occurring between
the paired stimuli should be reserved for the frontal iCNV, since
the essence of expectancy consists of a stimulus-related prepara-
tion oriented to upcoming stimuli but not to motor preparation
or response execution, which is probably reflected in the terminal
CNV (tCNV) [2,8,19]. In order to decide whether there was substan-
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tial iCNV (i.e., significantly negative prestimulus potential) in the
present study, we performed a one-sample t-test (two-tailed) with
respect to potential zero on the iCNV for each ISI condition in each
task. Reaction times and accuracy of task-performance (error rates)
were also measured for behavioral analysis. Reaction times were
collected within their individual 95% confidence interval. These
behavioral measures as well as the prestimulus alpha power were

analyzed with a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
comprising two within-subjects factors labelled as ‘task’ (‘color
task’ versus ‘shape task’) and ‘ISI’ (‘constant ISI’ versus ‘variable ISI’).
The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used where appropriate.
The post hoc comparison of the prestimulus alpha power between
the two ISIs within each task was evaluated by a paired-samples
t-test (one-tailed).

Regarding the reaction times, we observed the significant main
effect of ‘task’ (F(1, 13) = 7.677, p < 0.05) indicating that the decision
in the color task was significantly faster than that in the shape task
(color-task: 475.9 ms, shape-task: 512.0 ms). In addition, the main
effect of ‘ISI’ yielded a significant result (F(1, 13) = 6.221, p < 0.05)
with longer reaction times for variable intervals (constant-ISI:
482.6 ms, variable-ISI: 505.3 ms). However, there was no signifi-
cant interaction in the reaction times (‘task’ × ‘ISI’: F(1, 13) = 1.007,
n.s.). As for the accuracy of the task-performance, we found a strong
‘task’ effect (F(1, 13) = 12.769, p < 0.005) indicating that the color
task-performance resulted in significantly higher accuracy than
the shape task-performance (color task: 95.7%, shape task: 74.6%).
We also noted the significant main effect of ‘ISI’ (F(1, 13) = 15.875,
p < 0.005) indicating that the variable ISI condition showed slightly

Fig. 2. (A) Grand-averaged ERPs at the electrode Fz for inspecting the existence of iCNV
upper row shows the color task and the lower row represents the shape task. In (A) and (
dashed lines represent the variable ISI condition (‘v-ISI’ in the legend). Notice the signifi
particularly in the color task, but the lack of an observable component for the CNV (see th
stimulus onset. For the display of ERPs, we performed 20 Hz low-pass filtering and a bas
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
tters 438 (2008) 270–274

higher accuracy of task-performance than the constant ISI con-
dition (constant-ISI: 84.4%, variable-ISI: 85.9%). However, there
was no significant interaction in the accuracy (‘task’ × ‘ISI’: F(1,
13) = 3.297, n.s.).

In spite of the constant ISI, we did not observe a signifi-
cant component for the iCNV in the present study (color task
with constant-ISI: t(13) = 1.071, n.s.; color task with variable-ISI:

t(13) = 1.032, n.s.; shape task with constant-ISI: t(13) = −0.308, n.s.;
shape task with variable-ISI: t(13) = 1.428, n.s.; cf. Fig. 2A). How-
ever, in the prestimulus alpha power, we found the significant main
effect of ‘ISI’ (F(1, 13) = 4.872, p < 0.05) indicating that the constant
ISI condition led to significantly higher prestimulus alpha power
than the variable ISI condition (constant-ISI: 40.4 �V2; variable-ISI:
31.5 �V2). As shown in Fig. 2B, post hoc tests revealed that this effect
was more prominent in the color task (t(13) = 1.880, p = 0.083) than
in the shape task (t(13) = −0.075; n.s.). However, there was no sig-
nificant main effect of ‘task’ (F(1, 13) = 1.267, n.s.) and no significant
interaction (‘task’ × ‘ISI’: F(1, 13) = 2.543, n.s.) in the prestimulus
alpha power.

Fig. 3A demonstrates grand-averaged time–frequency represen-
tations of power of oscillatory activity on the electrode Oz. The
IAFs did not differ significantly between the two ISI conditions
(t(13) = 0.694, n.s.; constant-ISI: 10.8 Hz, variable-ISI: 10.8 Hz). As
usual, the alpha band showed dominance and higher power before
stimulus onset (time zero). The topographical distributions for the
prestimulus alpha power between the two ISI conditions averaged
in both tasks are presented in Fig. 3B. As shown in this figure, the
prestimulus alpha power around the occipital region was more

and (B) grand-averaged alpha power of the IAF at the electrode Oz. In all plots, the
B), solid red lines indicate the constant ISI condition (‘c-ISI’ in the legend) and blue,
cant differences in the prestimulus alpha power between the two ISI conditions,

e light-gray areas indicating the analysis interval). The vertical dotted lines indicate
eline correction. Dark-gray bars on the x-axis in (A) indicate the baseline interval.
the web version of the article.)
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Fig. 3. (A) Grand-averaged time–frequency representations of power of oscillatory
ISI, lower panel: variable ISI). Stimuli were presented from 0 to 500 ms. (B) Grand-av
constant ISI, lower panel: variable ISI). These topographical distributions were comp
Note the differences between the two ISI conditions around the occipital region. All
(�V2) of alpha activity. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure le

intensive in the constant ISI condition than in the variable ISI con-
dition, although we did not find statistical significance in the other
electrodes except for the electrode Oz.

In the present study, we observed that the constant ISI condi-
tion yielded significantly higher prestimulus alpha power than the
variable ISI condition. Although we statistically evaluated only one
electrode (i.e., Oz), this trend was also found in the topographies
(cf. Fig. 3B). Since the constant ISI condition also resulted in sig-
nificantly shorter reaction times than the variable ISI condition,
the constant ISI might provide subjects with a favorable condition
to efficiently prepare for upcoming task-performance. Therefore,

the temporal expectancy of upcoming stimulation appears to facil-
itate the subsequent responses and seems to be reflected in the
level of prestimulus alpha power. Such prestimulus alpha reflec-
tion of top-down function before task-performance is in line with
previous studies [9,16]. As Min and Herrmann [16] consistently
interpreted, the pattern of increased alpha power in the shape task
(both ISI conditions) might be related to inhibition of the salient
color dimension. Corroboration of the shorter reaction times and
the higher accuracy in the color task would most likely suggest
that the color feature is more salient than the shape feature in
the present study. Furthermore, the longer reaction times and the
lower accuracy in the shape task might point to the fact that the
color feature is harder to be ignored than the shape feature (thus
requiring more inhibition) for efficient task-performance. There-
fore, the strong need of inhibition in the shape task, might have led
to a strong increase in prestimulus alpha power, perhaps overriding
the weaker effects of ISI manipulation or leading to a saturation of
prestimulus alpha power as shown in Fig. 2B. In addition, compared
with the results of reaction times, our results of accuracy appear to
be contradictory to better performance in the constant ISI condi-
tion. We supposed that periodic mental preparation for upcoming
y (5–20 Hz) averaged across both tasks on the electrode Oz (upper panel: constant
topographies of prestimulus alpha power averaged across both tasks (upper panel:
y averaging the alpha power over the time window from 250 to 50 ms prestimulus.
are from the vertex, and the upside is nasal. Color bars indicate scales of the power
the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

stimuli under the constant ISI might implicitly increase the burden
on the mental load with regards to decision processing for correct
responses, resulting in slightly lower accuracy than the variable ISI
condition.

As mentioned in the introduction, CNV has been reported prin-
cipally under a particular paradigm where a warning stimulus (S1)
is followed by an anticipatory interval before a second (impera-
tive) stimulus (S2) which cues a reaction time response. However,
our present paradigm to induce temporal expectancy consisted
of consecutive homogenous target stimuli only with a constant
ISI. Therefore, this might be one of the reasons for no substantial

observation of CNV in the present study in spite of any temporal
expectation possibly derived by the constant ISI. Besides, there is
another possibility that the lowest limit (0.1 Hz) of our analogue
band-pass filter might hinder us from detecting a very slow poten-
tial of CNV in the present study.

To date, CNV has been regarded as a representative electrophysi-
ological index reflecting the expectancy of upcoming stimuli. In the
present study we showed that the prestimulus EEG alpha activity
also reflects temporal expectancy of upcoming events even under
the non-classical CNV paradigm, which suggests that the pres-
timulus alpha activity can be a more general neurophysiological
indicator for temporal expectation than the CNV. In other words,
the significant modulation of prestimulus alpha activity even in
the absence of a significant CNV component under the constant
ISI condition might imply a higher sensitivity of the prestimulus
alpha activity than the CNV for evaluating prestimulus temporal
expectancy, although further investigation is required for conclu-
sion.

All of the observations of the current study corroborate that
prestimulus ongoing alpha activity reflects a prestimulus mental
state and modulates subsequent poststimulus responses [16]. Since
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the prestimulus alpha activity reflecting temporal expectancy was
most prominent in the occipital region as shown in Fig. 3B, the
first appearance of top-down processing may occur even in early
visual processing areas. Other previous reports are consistent with
this notion [3–5,15,17,20]. It is probable that top-down process-
ing such as selective attention to the task-relevant feature (e.g.,
color or shape) of stimuli is already established even before the
stimulus onset in order to efficiently process upcoming bottom-up
information.

The reason why the alpha activity is the most possible carrier of
top-down information among all frequency bands, particularly in
the prestimulus period is probably because the human EEG alpha
band around the parieto-occipital region characteristically shows
dominance and higher power during a spontaneous period [1,18]
compared with the other frequency bands. The other oscillations
(except for alpha) normally do not show sufficient prestimulus
activity to adequately explain the conveyance of top-down informa-

tion. Therefore, alpha activity most likely reflects ongoing top-down
processing which exists even before stimulus onset. However, the
precise physiological mechanisms and their functional meanings in
relation to top-down processing are still little known and will have
to be determined in future research.
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